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INTRODUCTION

There are different ways of speaking a language, and this has

often been seen as a problem for language pedagogy' Discussions

within this area have focused on the question of what Larget

language variety to use as a modef for the learner's productive

competence, although a distinction is seldom explicity made

betr¿eeen productive and perceptual competence in these cases.

In countries such as Canada and Finland, where a minorj-ty
language of each country, í.e. French and Swedísh respectively,
is extensively tauqht to the majority population at school, and

where these Ìanguages are at the same tlme national latrguages

of another country, the question arises !,/hether to choose the

variety spoken by the minority wi-thin the country or the vari-
ety considered as standard in France and Sweden respecively.

The choice of model for the learners is equally discussed in
conntries where the target language ís not spoken as a mother
tongue by any group of natives. In Sweden, for example, British
English has been the tradítional model for learners of English.
Today, however, students are given a choice between British
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related to choice of an English model for Swedish learners have

been discussed by Tottie 1976, among other things in the light
of linguistic studies of language variation.

The amount of attention the choice of target language model has

been given is probably in part due to the fact that thi-s ques-
tion j.s a typical "within" classroom problem. It is directly
related to matters of teachlng.

In this paper I will concentrate on another problem that arises
from the fact that there are different varieties of the target
language. This probfem is encountered by the fearner when en-
gaged in real communication situations. Tn real comrnunicatj-on,
the learner wilf find that the target language is spoken to
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him in many ways, and for communication to take place, the
learner will have to cope perceptually v/ith af1 these varieties.
That it is difficult to understand different varieties of a
second or foreign language is of course generally acknowledged.
Nevertheless, very little has been done to help the learner
with these difficulties in a systematic way through teaching,
and literature on second language teaching contains few dis-
dussions of the question. I assume the reason for this lies in
the fact that the problem is a typical "outside" classroom
problem, especially so in courses of foreign languages given
in the native country of the learner, e.g. when English is
taught to Swedes 1n Sweden. The pupils will often not be en-
gaged in real fife communication until years later. In the
teaching of a second language in the target language country,
such as when Swedish is taught to immigrants, for example, the
distance between the classroom and the world outside is a

l-ittfe bj-t smaller. The learners have opportunities for getting
involved in target language communication immediately after
and often also during the courses.

A common situati-on also in this case, however, is that the
learner has learnt to understand the teacher's variety of the
target language during course study, but finds himself having
great difficulties in understanding other speakers of the
target in normal communicative situations.

Four questions could be asked at this poj-nt

What are the characteristic features of the language-
teacher language, and what knowledge, explicit and implicit,
can the learner construct from thÌs model?

Vlhat kind of language variation is it the learner encoun-
ters in real target fanguage communicative situations?

What kind of target language variation is most difficult
for the fearner to cope with?

Hov/ can the gap beth/een language-teacher language and nor-
ma1 varieties of the target language be bridged in pedago-
gical practice?
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lf we knew more about the vari.ety of the target language that
teachers typically clisplay in the teaching situation and the
spectrum of vaf,ieties used outside the classroom, r¡¡e should be

able to specify what material-s and procedures should be needed

to supply the learner with adequate training in understanding
other varieties of the target.

Tn the following sectionsr I sha1l deal with the four questions
menti-oned. rt should be stressed that what is said about the
language-teacher language and the spectrum of varj-eties found
in the targeÈ is not based on actual research into these ques-
tj-ons. Rather, the exposition should be taken as a suggestion
for areas which need to be dealt with to reach a better under-
standing of what should be done to support the learners' pro-
gress toI¡rards the target.

THE LANGUAGE-TEACHER LANGUAGE

The varj-et)z of the target language that the teacher uses in
the classroom wifl function as the main model for the fearner's
productive repertoire in the target. Depending on the situation,
i.e. whether the language learning occurs in a target language
environment - as is the case for immigrant education - or in
a native language environment, there wilf be other ¡nodels

available to dj-fferent degrees. In many cases, the teacher's
varietv will also be the one or the only one the pupil is
trained to understand (cf on this point for courses in Swedish

for immigrants Josefson 1977). The teacher variety thus can
be seen to have great importance for the learner's development
of both productive and perceptual cornpetence.

What, then, are the characteristic features of the teacher
variety of language? The first hypothesis concerning the teach-
er variety is a qeneral one. It states that the teacher's
variet¡¿ is optimalized, i.e. it is adjusted to the learner's
developmental level to achieve maximal mutual understanding
in teacher-fearner communication. Then, vúhat means are used
to achieve such optimization? Below, I will enumerate a num-

ber of hvpotheses about characteristj-cs of the language
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teacher varietv, which may be considered as means for optimi-
zing the communication. The hypotheses are in most cases based
on observations made in a series of lj-stening-in sessions
(auditions) in classrooms where Swedish is taught to immigrants
in Sweden, but also on common sense knowledge of language
teachlng. The results of Henzl¡s investig,ai:ions of language-
teacher language and other kinds of speech addressed to for-
eigners , for Czech, English and German (1973, 19791 , support
our hypotheses, particularly in the areas of syntax, lexicon,
and phonology.

Turníng then to characteristics of the teacher's variety, we

may start by poínting to the obvious fact that the speech of
aff teachers is characterized by some reg.ionaL, soeial and
seû eLc. variety of the target language. All regional varieties
are represented among teachers of Swedish to immigrants, or
rather, there is no constraínt as to this question in the
official documents that regulate the teaching (Läroplan i
svenska för vuxna invandrare 1971, Svenska för vuxna invandra-
re, Allmänna må1 och rikttinjer för undervisningen, 1978). The
socially determined variation in speech is of course l-ess.
Only people with longer education are represented among the
teachers, but the variation at this ooint among teachers for
immigrants is certainfy greater than among other groups of
language teachers. The vast majority of teachers within the
field are women (cf Tingbjörn 1978). Now, do these facts about
the teachers' language have any consequences or bear any re-
fation to optimization? Are certain regional, soci-af, and. sex
varieties inherently easier to understand and use as models than
others? Although the answers to these questions might be affir-
matj,ve, I will not try to construct hypotheses in these general_
areas, but rather turn to more specific ones.

We can conslder the teacherrs variety on a number of points
pertaining to various inherent aspects of language, structural
and communicative. The following points will be considered:
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Grammar Turn-taking
Phonology General conversatlonal structure
LexicÖn Redundancy

Semantic nÕtions Metacommunication
Language functions

Can v're say that L]ne grammar of language teacher varieties
differs from that of other varieties of the language? v,le might
hypothesize that L}:'e grammaticaL z'egist¿z' is narrower than in
norrnal language use. Considering interrogative structures in
Swedish as an example, the (a) type of questions below seems

to be preferred to the (b) type, even in situations where the
(b) type would have been the appropriate choice (with literal
English translations) :

(a) vaa ligger under bordet? 'What is under the table?r
(b) Vad är det som ligger 'What is it that is under the

under bordet? table?'

Sentence (a) was uttered by one teacher when questioning about

objects on a picture, i.e. \^¡hen the picture was studied by both
the teacher and the pupil. Later, the picture \^/as removed and

the questioning went on in the preterite about what was just
seen in the picture. The following question was uttered:

(c) vad 1åg under bordet? rv'lhat \,,/as under the table?'
instead of the more appropriate form

(d) Vad var det som låg 'What was it that was under
under bordet? the table?'

The distinction between the two types lies in their different
presuppositions as to the amount of common knowledge. fype (a)

and (c) is used for example in situations where the interrog-
ator has no assumptions as to the reply to the question.

I think this example illustrates something that might well be

a general characteristic of language directed to people not
in fu11 command of the language used. Some syntactic struclures
are experlenced by the native speaker as more complex than
some other more or less closely related structures (cf Kellerman
1978). The (a) and (c) sentences above are syntactically simple,
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\rhile the (b) and (d) sentences are more complex with their
clefted intefrogative word. The syntactically more complex
question thus seems to be avoided in favour of the simpler one,
even to the cost of not being quite appropriate. Tbis could be
seen as a trait fitting in with other characteristics of for-
eigner talk (Ferguson 1971), even if this type is less obious
than those features of foreígner talk usually mentioned, i.e.
deletion of inffecti.ons, disregard of function words, etc.
However, even varieties characterized by these features are
heard among language teachers as noted by Nemser (1921:llg).
Hatch (1978:416) gives the following rather amusing examples
from a native teacher of English:

(Explaining 'bath' and. tto bathe')
fn your house. you... house. A tub. you (+gesture) wash.

(Explaining hovr to take telephone messages)
I want speak other person. He not here. What good thi.ng for
say now?

(Talking about individual interviews)
Not other student listen. f no want. Necessary you speak.
Maybe I say. '!{hat is your name?' The writing not important.

If our hypothesis about the gramma!¿ of the language teacher
shoufd turn out to t¡e true, we can concr-ude that the teacherrs
variant is only an incomplete model for the learner,s produc-
tive and perceptual competence in the target. It has, however,
an optimizing effect i-n that the learner i-s confronted with a
less complex variety of the target than wilt be encountered in
real communicatlon-

What about teacher varieties of. phonoLogy then? One feature
that can be observed is that the teacher uses â srow and very
distinct variety of the target. To do so is probably necessary
in certain phases and parts of teaching. This is especially
true if illiterate people are taught, since they can not use
the graphic representation of the word as a base for estabrish-
ment of basic forms of the target language lexicat units. The
problem arises if the teacher uses a s10w and highly explicit
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pronunciation. This results in unnatural segmentaf and - in
particular - prosodic characteristics of the utterances, and

the learner does not find a model for the typical rythmical
patterns of the target language. A slow and distinct pronun-

ciation also eliminates the reductions thãt are made in the
target language, as well as some assimilations. Thus, the
learner will not find a model for these features either. Some-

times the teacher can be oLrserved to use hypercorrect pronun-

ciation as a result of his attempts of being maximally under-
standable.

To speak slowly and distinctly is an obvious way of optimizing
one's speech, and again, we have a feature that makes the
teacher's variety of the target easier to understand than most

other varieties,

Is the teacher's Leæicon peculiar i-n any way? The hypothesis
is that the teacher is aware of which words can be understoorl

by the pupils at any time in the learning process. The vocabu-

lary used rnay therefore be adjusted to the learner's knowledge'

and thus restricted. An interesting hypothesj-s according to
which this adjustment follows universal principles of simplifi-
cation, based on the individuals' semantic competence in their
mother tongue has been proposed by Levenston and Blun (1977).

Their hypothesis has later been studied in the context of
language-teacher language in Blum and Levenston (1978) . This

study gives support to the hypothesis.

The topics that afe spoken of in the classroom do of course

determine what lexical items will be come across to a farge
extent. The topics in turn are often determined by the teaching
materials used in the particular teaching situations (cf

Andersen and Risaget 19781, but also by the particular inter-
ests and attitudes the teacher may have" The vocabuÌary used

i-n the classroom can be restrici:ed in accordance wi-th re-
stricted topics of conversation. Thls also has an optimizing
effect on the teacher-learner conìmunication. The learners
undevstand the vocabulary used in class, but have qreat dif-
ficulties in understanding the words when other topics are
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dealt with.

The vocabulary used in class is also restricted in another
sense. Words wíth certain socj-al or stylistic values, typically
slang and other coll-oquial words, v/il-I not be heard from the
mode1, especially from the native teacher.

T,,e semantic nol;|ons that are employed in the teacher,s variety
of the target fanguage are of course expressed through Èhe
fexicon and the qra¡ùnaticar structures which have been dear-t
above. However, one cour-d of course start the discussion from
the point of view of semantic notions and consider to what
extent a r¡umber Õí truly important notions are actually ex_
pressed in the language of the teacher or whether some are l-efl
out. What about the scafe of certainly, for example? And, are
alf the notj-ons of probability, doubt, belief, conviction, etc.
represented at some time in the learner's model? one assumptíon
is that broad notions such as good and bad. are used to a great.r
extent than is normally the case in the target atthe cost of
more specífic notions. Vlhat semantic notions are brought up is
again to some extent determined by the teaching materials used
i-n the cfassroom.

As for Language funcl;t,ons, the hypothesis here i-s that language_
teacher language is characterized by the restricted number of
such functions it utifizes. Referrinq and directi-ve functions
are presumably overrepresented at the cost of using the lan_
guage, for example, to express personal feelings or to avoid
or resofve problematic si-Luations (this fatter function is
among those enumerated by Robinson 1972) .

vle can hypothesize that the communicative interaction in the
second language classroom is restricted by the tunn_takíng con_
tsentt,ons which generally apply in cfassroom situations. The
turn-taking is controlled by the teacher, i,e. the teacher has
the power to decide who is going to be the next speaker, when
a seguence starts and when a sequence can be considered fin_
ished (cf Anward 1976:108). The teacher also has the power to
decide when new topics can be introduced, what neu, aspeets on
old topics can be deart with, when in a sequence this is afrowed
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and ho\4 they are manifested linguistically (Anward a Lundgren

1978). Since all these factors are thus restricted by the spe-

cifictypeofsocialsituationthatisinthiscasetheclass-
room situation, there is less uncertainty in the learner/hearer'

as to these matters. One can consider also this feature of

teacher conversation as an optimizing factor. As regards the

productive competence of the learner, the special nature of

the classroom situation does not g.ive many opportunities tÕ

practice turn-taking conventions in the foreign language' This

is particularly seri-ous considering that turn-taklng conven-

tions can differ from culture to culture. The turn-taking con-

ventions of the native language can therefor not be directly

tfansferred to the target language.

The conuersati.ona-1. stt't,tcture typical of classroom situations

in general is presumably also found in the teaching of swedish

for inimigrants. The basic sequence of classroom communications

can be stated as folfows:

The teacher explains or asks something or explains wiLh a

terminating question.

The pupil answers with a very simple utterance'

The teacher evaluates the answer-

The fact that this sequence is so basic has an optimízing
effect on classroom conversation. The pupils soon learn how to

fulfif their rol_e in this kínd of conìmunication. As only short

and sirnple utterances are expected from the part of the pupi1,

the demands on productive and creative competence are smaller

than can be expected in normal conversation.

If we take redundancg in a broad sense pertaining to communi-

cation rather than limiting j.t to structural aspects of lan-
guage, the hypothesis here is that the teacher's variety ís

more red.undant than most other varieties. The teacher often re-

peats what has just been said¡ paraphrases utterances that are

not thought to have been understood by all pupils, makes use

of paralinguistic means of getting the message across such as

qestures and miming. The teacher also has the blackboard at
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his disposal where words that are difficult to perceive can be
\4rritten down, and vzhere pictures can be drawn. All this helps
the meaning of an utterance to come across, but most of it Ís
not found outside the classroom. These means of course have an
optimizing effect.

Lastly, a $/ord should be said about the netacommunicatitse ex-
plicitness found in cfassroom conversation. The coÍûnunicative
activities are very often commented upon, for example when a
command is given a learner to pose a question to some other
learner. These metacommunicati.ve comments also have the effect
of making classroom conversation more transparent than normal
conversation, where it is seldom explicitly stated that r¡hat
j-s uttered is meant as a question, a statement, a command, etc.
In conclusion, it seems that most of the characteristic .fea_
tures that may be found in language-teacher language have an
optimizing effect on the conversation that takes place in class-
room between the teacher and the learner. These features should
be seen as a natural effect of this situation. The language
teacher reacts on the situation in a natural way and adjusts
his language to that of his conversational partners, i.e. the
learners. He acts as a normal language user would have done,
which means that his language has some features that are common
to foreigner tal-k as v¡e have mentioned above.

The problem is that the language teacher has a very special
role to play which in some respects confl_icts wj_th that of a
normal conversational partner. He must complexify his own lan-
guage during the language course, so that he is always a short
step ahead of his pupils.

I suspect that many teachers have great difficulties in acting
in this fl-exiLrle way. Some seem to use a rather stable variety
in class, and when the pup11s have reached this variety in
their perception of swedish, they will not develop much further
through classroom training. This may be one reason why we have
the gap between their abitity to understand the teacher's
variety of the target language and normal target language
variet.ies.
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Research strategies for gaining information of language-teacher
language will be outlined in very broad terms here, and should
of course be worked out in detail before any investigations
coufd start. Different strateqies should be used for research
on the different hypotheses put forward above.

Data could be coflected by participatory observatlon in dif-
ferent kinds of language courses (auditioning, tape recording,
video-tape recording - thelast method is especially important
vrhen it comes to the study of extralingustic means of communi-

cation which may be characteristic of the classroom sítuation) .

Complementary data may be eficited through the use of question-
naires.

Methods for analysis and description are provided by existing
models for structural aspects of language (Teleman 1974) and

communivative aspects (Halliday 1973, Sincfair and coulthard
1975]- .

TARGET LANGUAGE VARIATÏON

Nov¡, rre will consider the second question posed above.
What kind of language variation is it the fearner encounters
in real target fanguage communication situations?

To obtain a feasible goaf for learning that might be set up
'in a lâñdrrâdê .ôrrrse - â minimal rccrrirement wot:ld L¡e a d-e-

scrÍption of the target language that is as complete as pos-
sible. Such a descrÍption shoufd not view this language as a

homogeneous object, but take into consideratlon alI variation
that the actual learner encounters in target language communi-

cation. It is on the basis of such descriptions that it woufd
be possible to construct teaching materials and develop proce-
dures that could be used in a systematic ,ray to help the learn-
ers towards the goal of normal receptive competence, i.e. also
in matters of understanding varieties of the target language
aiming at the competence native speakers have. (Perhaps it
should be stressed that increasing perceptual competence for
target language variation does not necessarily involve subject-
ing the learner to al-f varieties in exístence, but rather'
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enabling him to become flexible or adaptable enough to cope
with variants he has never come across.)

Of course, there are no such complete descriptions of any lan-
guage. Ho\^¡ever, we do have three kinds of ínsi_ghts:
(1) knowledge of the dimensions along which a language varies,
(2) descriptions of fragments of the variation found j-n the
target language (in our case Swedish), and (3) an evol-ving
theoretical discussion of the nature of linguistic variation
and the methods for describing such variation. These three
areas wil-l be briefly commented upon below.

I. Dimensions of Ðayialt1:on

The following points specify the most obvious dimensions of
variation within the target language (or any language, of
course) .

Region Tempo

Social class Articulatory distinctiveness
Soci-al- role Mediun
Social situation Noise

A particular instance of speech can be characterized accord-
ing to all these factors. Most of them should be transparent.
Others need a few words of cfarification. The last two points,
meddum and noise, are of course different from the others in
that these kinds of variation do not result from the \,íay the
speaker acts, buL are rather external factors which affect the
speech signal. The dimensions of social ro.le and social situa-
tion are interrefated to a higher degree than the others. By
soeiaL roLe is here meant a more constant phenomenon that we
take on as members of the society we l_ive in. Seæ d.íffez,ences -
excluding those depending on anatomical differences betr¡een
the sexes - are thus considered under this point. This is of
course to take one step from the empiri-ca1ly observable facts
and base oners classification on an interpretation of the sex
differences as depending on the different roles men and. women
play in society.

By sociaL st,l;uation I understand external environmental fac-
tors j-n a broad sense, such as the number of people taking part
in a conversation, the personal interrelationship L¡etween
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the speaker and the listener, the psysical environment, etc.
In short, all these are factors that are usually considered to
effect speech on a scale of formality. Different types of group
languages can also be considered under this heading, i.e.
varieties of a fanguage whích a speaker uses more or fess tempo-
rarily with a certain group of speakers,

These eight dimensions of variation, some of which are in fact
extralingiuistlc correlates of the linguistic variation, affect
Cifferent features of language and communication to different
degrees.

2. Desct,t,ptions of ttariation in Saedish

When we think of examples of areas of linguì-stic variation in
Swedish for which descriptions are availabfe, the area that
first comes to mind is that of regional variaLion. The ilterest
in this field of language description that started a hundred
years ago has given us numerous articles and monographs of
various dialects and linguistic features of these dialects.
Handbooks like e.9. Wessén (f969) give brief summaries of this
knowledge. However, to the extent that these studies have been
conducted wj-th a view to decribing genuine and pure dialects,
they have almost e)chsively been studies of rural dialects.
(exceptlons from this do of courseexist, e.g. Ingers 1957.) Tn other
words, the varjeties of Swedish described are not those usually
encountered by learners of Swedish and are thus of limited
value for our purposes - although they provide us with in-
teresting specifications as to what linguistj-c features can be
found to figure in present day regional and sociaf variation.

On the other hand, research on Swedish urban dialects, lnitiated
in the late sixties and modelfed on the Amerlcan and British
research in this area, has provided us with both a substantial
body of facts about the language of certain cities and, in
parti:ular, knowledge of linguistic variation withln a region
correfatlng with extralinguistic factors such as social cfass,
se>ç age, education etc. These factors, as wefl as that of
social situation, have been the focus of work related to or
involving urban dialect studj-es. For an overview, see Loman
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(1978). Work carried out in the FUMS project at Uppsala is
especially vafuable from a methodologicat point of view for
our purposes (see e.g. Nordberg L975).

Afso available in this context, are a number of studies of
specific linguistic phenomena and their regionaf variation. A

recent overview of word accent variation, for example, is given
in Gårding (L977), and variation of vowel systems has been con-
sidered by Elert (1978) .

With respecL la tempo, this variable has of course effects on
many different factors in the speech signal. It.s constribution
to the assimilation and reduction of Swedish consonantc.lusters
has been considered in Gårding (19741. Rapid tempo and low de-
gree of articuLatoz,g distínctiteness are parallelled by ex-
ternal dísturbances of the speech signal i.n a given communi-
cation situation, for example dj_fferent kinds of noise and fil-
tering of the freguancy range by certain nedíc. It is common

knowledge that afl these variables reduce the intelligibility
of what is said-

This brief exemplification of what knowledge we have of lan-
guage variation in Swedish has been given with the purpose of
pointing to areas of variation that have been considerad in
research. At the same time, I think it is fair to say that our
knowledge of linguistic variation in Swedish, as in most other
languages come to that, is fragmentary.

For example, \^/e have at present no avaifable description of how

central areas of granìmar and phonology vary in the three largest
Swedish urban diafects - those of Malmö, Stockholm and Gothen-
burg - which is a larentabfe situation in the present context,
as these are the three places r,rhere most immigrants settle. For
the Malmö dialect, we have descriptions of onfy a couple of
features, i.e. the nature of the long stressed vowels and their
diphthongizati-on (Bruce 1970) and the v/ord accent pattern of
compounds (Bruce L9131. These patterns have also been compared
to those of other dialects in southern Sweden (Bruce L974).
However, none of these studies considers the socially determired
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variation in these areas.

Our lack of descriptive coverage then, becomes painfully ob-
vious when faced with concrete problems such as constructing
teaching progressions for immigrants on the l¡asis of virtually
non-existent knowledge of tarqet languagre variation in the
area. This situation needs to be amended.

3. l4ethods of anaLysis and descxiption of oaricttt,otL

The fack of descriptions of target language variation along
those dimensions \,re might be interested in is of course un-
f ortunate. Ho\,vever , \4¡e are methodologically, in a m uch better
position today than we were letrs sav onfy ten years aqo, when

it comes to carrying out descriptions o.[ linguistic variation.
This is a result of the theoretical development that has taken
place especially in sociolinguistics and variation theory
(consuft for example Labov 1969, Bailey 1973, Bailey & Shuy

1973, Trudgill 1978, Fasold & Shuy 1975, Bickerton 1975,
Dittmar 1976 and Sankoff 1978).

As regards second language acquisition studies, the varia-
tionist theoretical framework has only been applied to the pro-
ductive competence of learners (for phonologicaf aspects in L,
Dickerson 1975 and W. Dickerson L976, for grammaticaf in
Hyltenstam T9'l-l and Andersen 1978) . It is shown in these studies
that. seemingiy chaoiic variation .in the languaqe prociuced by
second language fearners is in fact regular to a certaln extent.
This regularity in variation has b¡een hypothesized to mirror
the change that takes place in the development of the Ìearner's
target lang'uage competence in the same ¡rr'ay as var.iation in a

speech community sometimes mirrors the linguistic change that
is taking place within a language (cf. Labov f963).

The variationist theoretical framework has made it possible to
discover regularities in language variation that may turn out
to be parti-cular-l-y important for our purposes, i.e. in con-
siderations of perceptual difficulties experienced by second
language fearners because of targeL language heterogeneity.
For example, j.n the realization of certain phonemes, in the
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use of certain morphological el-ements, in the expression of
notions lj-ke tense and aspect, etc., speakers (of the target
language) can be arranged in a continuum from those using one

variety of the expression element to those using another. These

continua can be described quantitatÍve1y or qualitatively or
both. It is important to note that these continua are linguis-
tically defined. We can thus correfate them with extralinguis-
tic phenomena. The statisticaf vafues of such correlations, for
example bet\^¡een the línguistically described continuum and a

social index of some kind are usually high, but a particular
speaker cannot be placed in the continuum on account of his
social index alone.

These descriptions are of course of greatest lnterest in them-
selves, since they give us detalled knowledge of lingustic
variation and therefore, more generally, of language. fühat I
would like to claim here is that such studies have a natural
application in language learning And language teaching studies.
They can be directly utílized in efforts to bridge the gap

between (i) what can be perceptually accompliched in language
courses where language-teacher language is allowed to be the
main model- for the training of perceptual competence, and (Ii)
lvhat is required by the fearner in reaf target language com-

munication. They point to a method of teaching, based on know-
ledge of continual variation, which can thus systematically
and successively train the learners to understand variants that
are further and further apart from the model variant of the
teacher.

HTERACHIES OF DTFFICULTY

So far, we have considered
knowledge of variation and.

ing such variation (points
is research into what kind
for a fearner to cope with

what we have in the way of existing
theoretical frameworks for describ-
f-3 above). What \^re need to do now

of variation is the most diffiëu1t
In other words, \,re need to f ind out
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the varieties within a dimension that are most dif-
ficult to understand
the dimensions of variation that are the most pro-
blematic for perception, and

the linguistic features that contribute most to
making a certain variety more or less difficuft to
understand - whether it is pronunciation, lexical
differences, or morphological differences, for ex-
ample, and at an even more detaifed level, \^rhether
it is segmental or prosodic features that contribute
the most, etc.

(ll)

(iii)

First of all, however, before rnle can work with any of these
three points, $/e must be clear over what varietjes we are ac-
tua1ly comparing or presenting to groups of learners for their
judgments as to difficulty, i.e. whether tuto varietjes really
differ mainly in the respect we are interested in. This entails
defining or descríbing the kind of varlation we will fater test.

Of course, it is impossible to make any really detailed de-
scrJ-ption of variation considering the state of affairs we

have outlined above. It is possibfe to conceive of any number

of investigations that would have to be performed to obtain
the complete picture of target language variation and it is
both impractical and unnecassary to wait for this work to be

done.

Instead v/e can utifize the knowledge we already have and choose

a few linguistic features for description that v/e are fairly
suxe correlate well v/íth the extralinguistic dimensions of
region, sociaL cLass, sociaL z'oLe eLc.

As foi the dimensj-on of social cLass, for example, a number of
studies have shown that this correlates well with features of
pronunciation, for example variation in vowel quality. If so-
cial variation within the Malmö dialect is chosen for study,
it would presumably be fruitful to study vowel qualities,
especi-aIly the diphthongization, of a few speakers of the dia-
lect, where the speakers are chosen as representative of dif-
ferent sociaf strata. The order between the speakers from more
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to fess diphthongization would presumable correfate with the
scale lower class - upper class, This hypothesis was put for-
ward by Bruce (1970).

To take the dimension of tempo as another example, we have one
method of determining the order of variants within this para-
meter which is fairly uncomplicated, and that j-s playing back
the same speech sample at different speeds, usi"ng the technique
first developed by Fai-rbanks et a1. 1954. This enables us to
increase or decrease the speed vrithout getting a Donald Duck

effect, i.e. all other features buL tempo are left constant.
A more natural way of ordering varjeties within this parameter
is to arrange them according to perceived rate for a group of
Iisteners. This is of course more problematic since we have to
use dj-fferent speech samples from different speakers, which
makes it difficuft to keep other dimentions of variation con-
stant. This difficulty applies to a1l ordering based on listener
j udgments .

Turning no\"/ to the three research guestions introduced above,
\¡¡e can propose the following prelininary sketch of a research
proeedlre designed to provide information on each of the points.

The first question entailed eliciting information on what va-
rieties within a dimension are the most difficult to
understand. To order the varieties as to difficulty we have i:o
present them to groups of listeners, e.g. second language
learners of Swedish. The different background characteristics
of the listeners should be kept as constant as possible as

v/el1 as their developmental fevel in the acquisition of Swedish.
An ordering of difficulty for the varietj-es under consideration
could be obtained by a number of different methods, and it
\^rould appear feasible to combine these various methods in
order to obtain as reliable an overall measure of difficulty
as possible. Some examples of these methods are:

- A straj-ghtfor\^rard judgment of which variety in a pair
of varieties is considered most difficult to understand.
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- An imitation test where the degree of correct imitation
corresponds roughly to degree of difficulty in perception.

- Ouestions of content.

There are of course a number of problems with these various
measures. For exampfe, both the imitation test and the content
test involve problems in target language production and memory

and are therefore not pure tests of perception.

The second research probfem has to do with discovering the dí-
mensions of variation that are the most difficult for the
learner to cope with. To solve this problem, we could, for ex-
ample, use the results from the prevíous - intradimensional -
investigatlon and cafculate the ranking order of diffículty on

the basis of these- ff the same kind of tests are used to meas-

ure the degree of difficulty for varleties within different di-
mensions, these varietiæ can also be ordered in refation to
each other independently of which dimension they exemplify.
This in turn allows.us to calcufate the ranking order of dif-
ficulty betweeen dimensions themselves.

The third research problem, i.e. what the different linguistic
factors in variation contribute to perceptual difficulty is
undoubtedly the hardest one from a methodofogical point of view.
To prj-se out how and to what extent variation in phonology,
morphology, lexical choice, syntactic structure and dÍscourse
strategies influence perception of the signal requires exper-
imental studíes with artificial manipul,ation of the speech

sample. Digital methods are now available and have been util-
ized for example to keep the segmental features of the speech

signal constant whife varying prosodic features in recordings of
Swedish spoken by immigrants (Bannert 19191 and also to keep

the segmental features constant whife varying the sentence in-
tonation pattern in accordance with a model for four regíonal
variants of Swedish intonation (Bruce and Gårding 1978) . Speech

samples manipulated in similar ways could supplement our meas-

ures of difficulty as d.iscussed above. It should also be pos-
sib1e, for example, to find out the relative importance of
prosodíc over segmentaf cues for the perception of connected
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speech. If the results point to what is conunonfy betieved to
be the case here, i.e. Lhe priority of prosodic cues, this
would allow us to hypothesize that varjeties differing in pros-
odic structure, e.g. stress placement, would cause greater
difficulty than varieties differing in segmental- structure.
Similar reasoning is applicable in the areas of syntax and
phonology.

The theoretically most interesting question which these con-
siderations lead up to and which can be seen as the main ob-
jective of an lnvesLigation into development of perceptual
competence, is what happens to the fearner as he progressively
copes with more and more variatj-on in the target language, i.e.
how his underlying generalizatíon as to the structure of an
item changes and develops, how rules of adaptation are acquired
as he fearns to cope with progressively more distant varjeties
and what strategies of adaptation he develops.

BRIDGING THE GAP IN PEDAGOGICAL PRÀCTICE

A description of language-teacher language provides us w.ith
a basis on which to evafuate the effectiveness of the average
language course. As a result of such evaluations we wifl be in
a position to suggest changes in syllabus structure and teacher
training. However, in suggesting such chanqes, it is important
to keep in mind that language-teacher language fulfills many

functions, not only that of being a modef for the learner's
o\^/n perception and production. Language-teacher language can
also be evaluated in relation to goals such as communÍcative
optimization. Anyhow, knowledge of the characteristics of lan-
guage-teacher language should help us in suggesting procedures
and constructing mâterials to amend dificits in current prac-
tice.

Obviously, any pedagagical suggestj-ons need also to be based
on data provided by the investigations into the target language
variation sketched above. Ì{hen we know how to arrange varjeties
within a dimension according to difficulty, v/e can use thj-s
hierarchy to construct progressions in the teaching of under-
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standing varieties. The same can be said for the pedagogical
application of data in interdimensional weighting. The per-
ceptuaf training woufd start by considering such dimensions of
variation that are easier for learners to cope with. A plau-
sible assumption is that there are implicational relations
between varieties such that mastery of an easily percej-ved type
of variation facilitates the acquisition of perceptual compe-

tence for more difficult types.

In actuaf pedagogicaf research \,ve can go further and investí-
gate what dimensions of variation that could be successively
combined in the training program. Should for example the me-

dium of the telephone first be used together with fast speech

and later be combined with a social variety that is experienced
as difficuft to understand, or should wc do it the other way

round?

The results of investigations of what linguistic phenomena

contribute the most to difficulty would give us hints as to
what the key varíable features are. These features woufd be

potential candidates for explicit treatment ín teaching prac-
tice.

Everything said in this fast section is also applicable to
mother tongue instructj-on. The tolerance for variation withÍn
one's irrcrthrer ì:on1¡ue seenrs to be ÌiigÌriy tliÍíere¡rt irr diÍíereni
countries. It is my impression that there is a growíng tendency
in Sweden to subtitle non-standard varieties of speech on tele-
vision whi'le at the same time a wider range of speech varieties
occurs in both radio and television. llany programmes are of course

subtitled for the hard of hearing. Programmes in Norwegian and

Danish are also subtitled for Swedish viewers despite the close
similarities bet\4reen the three languages. That Swedes experience
such difficulty in understanding Norwegian and - even more so

- Danish is a fact that in many circles is looked upon as im-
possible to remedy. Ho\^/ever the research programme outlined in
this paper offers a solution. Methods and materials similar to
those suggested for training perception of varieties in second

language learning coufd also be used for training comprehension
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of varleti€ of the mother tongue and intimately related 1an-
guages. This research progranne would be especj_ally valuable
bearing in mind the endeavours of the Nordic governments to
increase internordic understanding (Nordiska språksekreteriatet
L9791. These endeavours have been intensified in recent years,
partly thanks to plans for a Nordic radio and television sa-
tellite. The Secretariat for Nordic Cultura1 Co-operation has
just held a symposium on i-nternordic language understanding
(March 1980).

A change in attitude towards certain varietiæ would also have
an i-ndirect effect on learner varieties of Swedish. A wider
general tolerance for language variation r"rould probably entail-
greater tolerance for learner varieties.
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